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The following theorem has been proved by Ch. Kahane Cl]: 
If a linear operator mapping each of the spaces C[a, b] and C’[a, b] boundedly 
into itself commutes with differentiation, it must be a constant multiple of the 
identity. 
He also has shown that this theorem does not hold for functions defined 
over infinite intervals. Without a proof there was given a characterization 
of commutators with the operator d*/dt’. In his proof, Kahane was using 
Fourier series techniques. 
The purpose of the present paper is to generalize the Kahane’s theorem 
for a right invertible operator D. As a consequence, it will be given a 
characterization of commutators with an arbitrary power D”. 
As usually (cf. [2]), we denote by L(X) the set of all linear operators 
with domains and ranges in a linear space X (over a field of scalars 9). Let 
L,(X) = {A E L(X): dom A = X}. Let R(X) be the set of all right invertible 
operators belonging to L(X). For a DE R(X) we denote by &?D the set of 
all its right inverses and by 9D the set of all initial operators for D, i.e., 
92,= {R’L,(X): DR=I} 
Pj = {FE L,,(X): F2 = F, FX= ker D and 3 FR=O}. 
REdD 
In the sequel we assume that ker D # (0); i.e., right invertible operators 
under consideration are not invertible. 
LEMMA 1. If D E R(X), A E L,,(X), and DA = AD on dom D then 
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Proof. Let ZE ker D be arbitrary. Then DAz = ADZ = 0. Hence 
AZ E ker D. The arbitrariness of z implies (1). It is well known (cf. [2, 
Proposition 2.1.4, p. 511) that 
dom D = RX@ ker D for an arbitrarily fixed R E 22,. (3) 
Let x E dom D be arbitrarily fixed. Then there exist u E X, z E ker D such 
that x = Ru + z. By (1 ), AZ E ker D. Since Dx = u, we have DAx = ADx = Au. 
This implies that Ax= RAu+z,, where FAX = z, E ker D. On the other 
hand, by definition, Ax = A(Ru + z) = ARu + AZ. Hence z, = FAX = 
FARM + FAz = FARu + AZ. Finally, we get 
Ax = R( Au) + FARu + AZ, where FARM + AZ E ker D. 
This proves that Ax E dom D. The arbitrariness of x E dom D implies 
(2). I 
Note. The inclusion (2) shows that the assumption about C’[a, b] 
admitted by Kahane is not necessary. 
LEMMA 2. If D E R(X), A E L,(X), and DA = AD on dom D then 
D”A = AD” on dom D; (4) 
A ker D” c ker D”, for all n E N ; (5) 
A dom D” c dom D”. (6) 
Proof. We obtain (4) an easy induction, since D”+‘A -AD”+’ = 
D”(AD -DA) + (D”A - AD”) D. In order to prove (4) and (5), observe 
that the operator D, = D” (n E N ) satisfies all conditions of Lemma 1. 
Therefore (1) and (2) imply immediately (5) and (6), respectively. 1 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that D E R(X), dim ker D = 1, F is an initial operator 
for D corresponding to an R ~9, and A E L,(X) satisfies the condition: 
DA = AD on dom D. By our assumptions, there are an e E ker D and a linear 
functional cp over X such that 
kerD=lin{e} and Fx=q(x).e for xeX, q(e)= 1. (7) 
Suppose that E is a subset of X such that 
Q 3 Ax = a,x, where a, = cp( Ax). (8) 
.xsE a=o,~.F 
If (AR-RA)x=Ofor .xeE then 
3 Q cp(Axf = 4x), where Ae = a . e. (9) 
as.9 xsE 
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In other words: If A is a local scalar multiple of identity and commutes 
with R on E then A is a scalar multiple of identity on E. 
Proof: Let x E E be arbitrarily fixed. Then 
a,e = cp(Ax)e = FAX = A-x - RDAx = Ax - RADx 
= Ax - ARDx = A(Z- RD)x = AFx = Aq(x)e = cp(x)Ae. 
Since A ker D c ker D, there is an a E 5 such that Ae = a. e. Hence 
a,=acp(x) for all XEE. 1 
In the sequel we admit the following conditions: 
(A) X is a Banach space over [w, D E R(X) is closed, dim ker D = 1 
and there is a quasinilpotent right inverse R of D. The corresponding initial 
operator is denoted, as usual, by F and cp is as in (7). 
Note. Since the right inverse R under consideration is quasinilpotent, 
hence bounded, we have the following implications: 
F is bounded + ker D is closed + D is closed. 
Write: 
T(D) = u ker(D* + E,*Z). 
i. 6 R 
(10) 
It is well known (cf. [2, Section 2.31) that 
x1 E ker( 0’ + 2’1) if and only if x1 = 
cic,e + Psj,e 
cre + flRe 
(11) 
where 
c1 = (I+ L2R2)-‘, sA = LR(Z+ l12R2)-’ (A E R). (12) 
Moreover, 
DC, = -As,, Ds, = /zc,, Fc,e = e, FsAe = 0 (/lER). (13) 
Hence cp(cle) = cp(e) = 1, cp(s,e) =O. The cosine operator c1 is an even 
function of the parameter 1, the sine operator is an odd function of 2: 
Write: 
T+(D)=lin{c,e:AE[W); T-(D)=lin{sj,e:IEIW}u{Re}. (14) 
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Observe that c0 = Z and s0 = 0. Define a linear operator S as 
sx,=xp, if ,I#O, Se=e, SRe= -Re. 
Clearly, S is an involution: S2 = I on Z’(D). Moreover, 
T(D)= T+(D)@ T-D, T’(D) = ;(Z+ S) T(D), 
(15) 
(16) 
and 
DT+(D)c T-(D), DT-(D)c T+(D), (17) 
since T(D) c dom D. 
An immediate consequence of these properties is 
LEMMA 4. Suppose that Conditions (A) are satisfied and T(D)= X. Zj 
the involution S defined by (15) is bounded then it is defined on the whole 
space X and 
x=x+0x-, 
where 
X’ =+(ZfS)X=$(ZfS)T(D)= T’(D)=$(Z+S) T(D). (18) 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that Conditions (A) are satisfied. A E L,(X) and 
DA = .4D on dom D. Then 
Al T~(D) = 4 Tf(D), where Ae = ae, a E [w. (19) 
Proof: We shall prove that Condition (8) is satisfied on the set 
E = T(D). Let 0 # i E R be arbitrarily fixed and let v = As,e. Since 
D2v = D2Asj,e = AD2s,e = A( -i2s,e) = -;i2As,e = -A2v, 
we conclude that v = As1.e E ker(D2 + ,12Z). Hence there are a,, b, E I!2 such 
that As,e = v = a,cj.e + b,s,e. Write: u = a,e + Ib;.Re. Then, by our 
definitions, 
Hence u = (I+ ,12R2)v. But 
~+=i(Z+S)~=aj,e, u-=$(I-S)u=,Ib,Re. 
This implies that Du + = a, De = 0, Du ~ = ilb j. DRe = Ib,e, i.e., 
Du=.Du++Du-=;Ibj.e~X+. Hence UEX-, which implies a,e=u+=O. 
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Thus a,=0 and As,e=h,s,e. Then 2Acje=ADsie= DAs,e=h,Ds,e= 
;ihj,c,e, i.e., Ac,e= h,e. Moreover, since A ker DC ker D, we find that 
Ae = ae, where a = q(Ae) E R. Let .Y E T(D) be arbitrary. Then there are 1., 
a, /I E R such that x = CLL’;~ + /j’s; e. Hence for /. # 0 we have 
Ax = ctAc,e + /?As,e = Cthj.c,e + /?h;s,e = b,(ac,e + fisj.e) = h,.u; 
i.e., Condition (8) is satisfied. 
Since iRcle=s,e, we get 
l.(RA - AR)cie = A(RRc,e) - jvR(bj.c,e) = As,e - h,ARc,e 
= As,e - h,s,e = 0. 
Hence (AR- RA)c,e=O. Lemma 3 implies that 
AIE=aZIE, where E={c,e:0#il~IW}=T~(D)\{e}. (20) 
Let 0 # xP E T- (D) be arbitrarily fixed. Then u = Rx ~ E T+(D), i.e., 
u=u+ =x-, and Ax~=ADu=DAu+=D(au+)=aDu+=aDu=ax~. 
The arbitrariness of xP E XP implies 
Now let Ib = 0. Since c0 = e, we find a = cp(Ae) = cp(b,e) = b,cp(e) = b,. Since 
Re E T-(D), we have ARe = aRe. Hence (RA - AR)e = R(ae) - ARe = 
aRe - ARe = 0. This and (20) together imply that 
Al T+(D) - -a.ZIT+(D). I 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that Conditions (A) are satisfied, T(D) = X, the 
involution S defined by (15) is bounded, and A E L,(X) is bounded. Then 
DA = AD on dom D if and only if 
A=aZ, where Ae=a.e, aEjW. (21) 
Proof Sufficiency is obvious. Necessity. Lemmas 4 and 5 together 
imply that 
AT+(D) c T+(D), AT-(D)c T-(D). (22) 
Since T(D) = X, A is bounded, formulae (16) and (18) together imply that 
AX+ c X+, AX- c X-, Al,+ =aZ(,+, A(,- =aZJxm. 
Since X=X+ 0 X-, we conclude that A = al on X. 1 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose that Conditions (A) are satisfied, A E L,(X) and 
DA = AD on dom D. Then for all n E N, x E T(D), 
D”Sx=(-1)“SDx; R”Sx=(-1)“SR”x; 
(23) 
SFx= Fx; F-x- = 0. 
D2”Ax = AD’“x implies D2”SAx = SAD’“x. (24) 
Proof. Observe that T(D) c dom D” for all n E N. By definition, 
if x E T(D) then x = x+ + x-, where xt = i(Z+ S)x E T+(D), 
x- = +(I-S)XE T-(D). Hence, by formula (17) 
DSx=DS(x++x-)=D(x+-x-)=Dx+-Dxc=(Dx)--(Dx)’ 
= -$(I+S)Dx+$(Z-S)DX= -SDX. 
By an easy induction we obtain the first of formulae (23). Write: u = Rx+, 
v=R.x-. Then Du=x+, Dv=x-. Thus UEX-, VEX+. Hence 
SRx=SR(x+ +x-)=SRx+ +SRx- =Su+Sv= --u+v= -Rx+ +Rx 
- -R(x+ -x-)= -RSx. 
Again, by an easy induction we obtain the second of formulae (23). Since 
ker D = lin{e} c T+(D) and F is a projection onto ker D, we conclude that 
SFx = Fx for all x E T(D), i.e., always Fx E T+(D). On the other hand, 
Fx- = (I- RD)x- =x- - RDx-RDx- E T-(D). Hence Fx- E T+(D)n 
T-(D)= {0}, i.e., Fx- =O. 
Suppose that for arbitrarily fixed n E N, x E T(D) we have D2”Ax = 
AD’“x. Then, by the first of formulae (23), 
D*“SAx = ( - 1)2n SD2”Ax = SD2”Ax = SAD2”Ax. 1 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that all assumptions of Lemma 6 are satisfied and 
n > 2 is arbitrarily fixed. Then D”Ax = AD”x for x E T(D) if and only if 
Ax= 
a,x+b,Sx+a,R(I+S)x if n=2m 
for x E T(D), 
a0x if n=2m+l 
(25) 
where ao, b,, a, E Iw are arbitrarily fixed, S is defined by (15). 
Proof. Necessity. By the Taylor Formula, 
n-1 
I- R”D” = D”R” - R”D” = c R’FDJ 
j=O 
on dom D” I T(D). 
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This, and (24) together imply that ,4 should be of the form 
Ax = “C’ R-‘(a,Z+ b;S)x for some q,, . . . . m,, , , ho, . . . . h,, , E [w (26) 
,=O 
and for all XE T(D). Then, by Lemma 6, if 0 #.XE T(D) then 
,, - 1 
(D”A-AD”)x= c [D”R’(a;Z+biS)-R’(qZ+b,S)D”]x 
,=o 
= C [aiD” ‘+b,D” IS-a,D” ‘S-a,R.‘D”-biR’SD”]x 
j=O 
=“c’ [aj(Z- RJD.’ ‘) + (- 1)” b,S- (- l)‘b,SR’D’] Dn- jx 
where 
= c Tjx, 
j=O 
Tj=aj(Z-RiD’)+(-l)-ibjS[(-l)“Z-R’D’] for j=O, l,..., n-l. 
(27) 
(i) Let n=2m. Then forj=O, l,...,n-1 we have 
T,x = u,(Z- R’D’)x + (- l)‘b,S(Z- R’D’)x 
= [a, + (- 1)’ bjS](Z- R’D’)x. 
Hence 
TZkx = (Use + b,,S)(Z- R2kD2k)~ for k>l and T,x=O. (28) 
Let k 3 1. Then, again by the Taylor Formula, 
2k- 1 
T,,x = (azkZ+ b,,S) 1 R”FD’x 
I’ = 0 
2k -- 1 
= 1 [aZkRVFDYx + (- 1)“b,,]R”SFD”x 
2k--I 
= ,zo [ 
a2k + ( - 1)” bzk] R”FD”x. 
Elements FD’x E ker D, elements of the form R’z,,, where z, E ker D are 
linearly independent (cf. [2, Proposition 2.4.2, p. 1133). Thus 
T2k~ = 0 for k > 1 if and only if aZk = b,, = 0. (29) 
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Furthermore, T,x=(a,Z-b,S)(Z-RD)x=a,Fx-b,SFx=(u,-b,)Fx, 
since, by Lemma 6, SF = F. Hence 
T,x=O if and only if 6, =ar. 
Let k B 1. Then, in a similar way as before, we find 
(30) 
2k 
T 2k+,X=(a2k+,z-b2k+,S) c R’FD”x 
V=O 
=jo [azk+,-(-1)“b2k+,IRYFDVX. 
Hence T,, + , x=0 (for k>l) if and only if a2k+,-(-1)‘b2k+l=0 for 
v = 0, 1, . . . . 2k, i.e., 
T Zk+,x=Ofork>,1ifandonlyifa,k+,=b2k+,=0. (31) 
Formulae (28)-(31) together imply that T,x = 0 for j > 2 and 
Ax = u,x + b,Sx + a, R(Z+ S)x. 
(ii) Let n=2m+l (m>l). Then 
T,x=a,(Z- R’D’)x-(-l)‘b,S(Z+ R’D’) (j=O, 1, . . . . n- 1). 
Then 
Tax = -2b,Sx = 0 if and only if b, = 0. (32) 
Let k3 1. Then 
T2k.X = ‘$,(I- R2kD2k)~ - 2b,,S(Z+ RkDk)x 
= (a,,I+ b,,S)(Z- R2kD2k)~- 2b,,Sx. 
Hence 
Tzkx = 0 for k 2 1 if and only if u2k = b,, = 0. (33) 
Let again k Z 0. Then 
T 2k+1X=u2k+1(Z-R2k+1D2k+‘)X+b2k+1S(Z+R2k+’D2k+1)x 
= (a 2k+IZ-b2k+,S)(Z-RLC+1D2k+‘)x+2b2k+1Sx. 
Hence 
T Zk+Lx=O for k>O if and only if u2k+1=b2k+1=0. (34) 
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Finally, by (32)-(34), we conclude that at most a, # 0. Hence Ax = a,+ 
Sufficiency. Let n = 2m + 1 and let Ax = uOx for an a,~ R and all 
XE T(D). Clearly, we have D2m+‘A.~=AD2”‘~‘.~. Let n = 2m and let 
Ax=a,x+b,S.x+a,R(I+S)x for some a,, h,,, a,~& and all JET. 
Then, by Lemma 6, 
D’“Ax-AD2”x= [a,D2”-tb,D2”S+a,D’“‘~ ‘(I+S) 
- a, D2” -b,SD2”-a,R(Z+S)D2”]x 
= a,(D2” 1 + D2” 1 S - RD”” - RSD’“)x 
=al(DZm. ‘-SD2”’ -’ -RD2”‘+SRD2”)x 
=a,(I-S-RD+SRD)D2”~~‘x 
=u,(~-S)(Z-S)(~-RD)D~“-‘~=U,(Z-S)FD~”-~~ 
=a,(&SF)D2”-‘x=0. 1 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied. Let 
n E N be arbitrarily fixed. Then D”A = AD” on dom D” if and only 17 
A=aJ+b,S+a,R(Z+S) if n=2m, 
A=a,I if n=2m+i, 
(35) 
Proof: Since T(D)= X and the operators R and S are bounded, 
Lemma 7 immediately implies our conclusion. 1 
PROPOSITION 1. Suppose that D E R(X), F is an initial operator for D 
corresponding to an R E Se,, A E L,(X) is not u scalar multiple of the identity 
and AR = RA. Then 
(i) DA = AD on RX; 
(ii) DA = AD on dom D if and only if ker D = (0). 
Proof: (i) If AR = RA then A = DRA = DAR. Hence 
AD = DARD = DA(I- F) = DA - DAF on dom D. (36) 
By (3), RXc dom D. Since FR = 0, by (36) we obtain ADRx = DARx - 
DAFRx = DARx for all x E X. This implies (i). 
(ii) Suppose that ker D = (0). Then, by definition, Fx=O for all 
x E X, in particular, for all x E dom D. Hence, by (36) we find DA = AD on 
dom D. If ker D # (0) then there is an x E X such that z = Fx # 0. By 
definition, z E ker D c dom D. Again, by (36), we find ADx = DAx - 
DAFx = DAx - DAz. Hence, in general, AD #DA on dom D. 
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Note. Suppose that DE R(X), F is an initial operator for D 
corresponding to an RE WD, A E L,(X) is not a scalar multiple of the 
identity, and DA = AD on dom D. Then A = ADR = DAR. Hence RA = 
(RD)(AR) = (I- F)AR = AR - FAR; i.e., in general, RA #AR. However, if 
all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied then A = al for an a E [w and we 
trivially get AR = RA in this case. 
Since, in general, RA # AR, in Theorem we cannot consider instead of 
the set T(D) the set of all D-polynomials: 
P(R)= U kerD”=lin{R “z:zokerD,kENO=Nu(O}} (37) 
ncrm 
which is independent of the choice of a right inverse R E %D (cf. [2, 
Proposition 2.4.3, p. 1141). 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose that DE R(X), dim ker D = 1, F is an initial 
operator for D corresponding to an R E gD, A E L,(X), and DA = AD on 
dom D. Then 
ARke= i akpjRie, where uk = cp(ARke) (keN,=Nu{O}), 
J=o 
(38) 
cp is defined by (7). Zf, in addition, 
AP+(R)cP+(R), AP-(R)cP-(R), 
where 
P+(R)=lin{R2ke:k~No},P-(R)=lin{R2k+’e:k~N,}u{O}, (39) 
then a 2k+l=OforkENo, 
AR2ke = i a2Ckp j, R”e, ARZk + ‘e = RAR2k (k E No). (40) 
j=O 
Proof. Observe that DR2ke= RZk-‘e, DR2ki ‘e= R2ke for kE N and 
De = 0. Hence 
DP+(R)c P-(R), DP-(R)c P+(R). 
We prove formula (38) by induction. Since De = 0, we have a,e = rp(Ae)e = 
FAe=(f-RD)Ae=Ae-RDAe=Ae-RADe=Ae. Suppose (38) to be 
true for an arbitrarily fixed k > 1. Then 
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Cck+Ie=cp(ARkf’e)e=FARkf’e=ARki’e-RDARk”e 
=ARkf’ e- RADR kt’e=ARki’e-RARke 
=ARk+’ e-R i xk ,R’e=ARkC’e- i M~~,R” 
,-0 ,=o 
Hence (38) holds for k + 1. Suppose now that conditions (39) are 
Let k = 2m. Then AR’“e E P+(R). This implies that Ae = cc,e and 
’ e 
satislied. 
AR2”e = f CI~(,,, _ i, R”e, 
j=O 
i.e., 
Hence 
u -0 2J+1- for j=O, 1, . . . . m- 1 (m3 1). 
2m+l m 
AR2m+‘e= c u2m+lpjRJe= c u2~,~j,R2J~‘e=RAR2”e 
j=O j=O 
and 
cxzm+,e=cp(AR2”+’ e)e = cp(RAR’“e)e = FR(AR’“e) =0 for m E N,. 1 
An operator A E L,(X) is said to be D - R stationary if 
AD = DA on dom D and AR = RA for some D E R(X), RE%!~. (41) 
If it does not lead to any misunderstanding, we say briefly that A is 
stationary (cf. Tasche [3] and the author [2]). 
PROPOSITION 3. If D E R(X), R E 9Tu, and the operator A E Lo(X) is D - R 
stationary then 
(i) ARkz = RkA z for all z E ker D, k E Ni, ; 
(ii) ARlpcR,=RAIp,R,. 
Proof Proof of (i) by an easy induction. Point (ii) is an immediate 
consequence of(i) and the definition of P(R). 
PROPOSITION 4. If X is a Banach space, D E R(X), R E 9b, A E L,(X) is 
bounded, DA = AD on dom D, and P( R) = X then the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
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(i) AR = RA, hence A is D - R stationary; 
(ii) ARkz = RkAz for all z E ker D, k E N. 
Proof: (i) + (ii) is an immediate consequence of point (i) in Proposition 
3. (ii) + (i) Since A is bounded, P(R) =X, point (ii) of that proposition 
immediately imply that ARx = RAx for all x E X. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. Let DE R(X), R E 9b, and let A be D - R stationary. Zf 
dim ker D = 1 then there is a E 9 such that Al PCRj = a. II PCRj. 
Proof. By our assumption, there exists an e # 0 such that ker D = lin { e}. 
By (1 ), Ae E ker D. Thus there exists an a E F such that Ae = a . e. Proposi- 
tion .3(ii) implies that ARke = RkAe = Rk(a .e) = aRke for all kc N. If 
zEkerD then z=cc.e for an aEF. Hence ARkz=ARk(ae)=aARke= 
aaRke = aRk(ae) = aRkz for k E N. This, and Proposition 3, together imply 
that Ax = ax for all x E P(R). 1 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that X is a Banach space over F(F = @ or 
9 = R), DE R(X), R E gD, dim ker D = 1, P(R) = X, A E L,(X) is bounded 
and DA = AD on dom D. If condition (i) of Proposition 3 is satisfied then there 
is an a E 9 such that A = al. 
Proof. By Proposition 4, A is D - R stationary. By Proposition 1, 
A dom D c dom D. Since P(R) = X and P(R) c dom D, we conclude that 
dom D = X. By Proposition 5, since A is bounded, we conclude that A = a. I 
0nX. 1 
THEOREM 3., Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 1 are satisfied and 
n E N is arbitrarily fixed. If the operator A is D” - R” stationary then 
A=a,Z if n=2m+l 
A =a,Z+ b,S if n=2m 
.for some a,, b,E[W (mEhI), 
where S is defined by formula (15). 
Proof. Let n =2m + 1. Then, by Theorem 2, A= a,1 for an a,e [w 
(without the condition AR” = R”A!). 
Let n = 2m. Again, by Theorem 2, A = a,Z+ b,S + a, R(Z+ S) for some 
a,, bO, a, E R. Let AR*“‘= R*“A. Then 
O=R*“A-AR2”=a,R2”+b,R2”S+a,R2”+‘(I+S) 
- a, R2” -b,SR2”-a,R(I+S)R2”=a,R2”~~-aa,RSR2m 
=2a,R”+‘. 
This implies a, = 0, i.e., A = aOZ+ b,S. 1 
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Immediate consequences of this theorem are: 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that all rrssumptions qf’ Theorem 1 are sutkjied. 
Then the only bounded DZn’+ ’ - R”‘+ ’ stationary operutors are scalar multiple 
of the identity, independently of m E N. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose that all assumptions of’ Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
Then for every m E N there exist D2” - R2” stationary operators which are 
not scalar multiple of the identity, namely operators of the form: 
A = a,l+ bOS, where a,, b, E [w, ho # 0, S is defined by formula (15). 
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